Dear Professional Engineers in California Government,
I am truly grateful with an unsurpassed amount for the opportunity to receive the James
E. Roberts award. I have had the fortunate chance to know what receiving a special award felt
like last year, but this is personally my first time to receive such a significant award, as well as
receiving first place in the Engineering Research section of our LA County’s 70th annual science
fair. I believe that this is just one step closer to the pathway that will lead me to be of aid in
people’s lives. To make this possible, I especially thank the PECG judges that took time off their
busy schedules to give a chance to interview me to see whether I was the right fit or not, even
though all of us had to struggle with getting used to online meetings through this pandemic.
To go into detail on my project, the purpose and idea of the experiment was to find the
most well-performing seawall against the offensive effects of a tsunami. More specifically,
different types of seawalls were compared and tested to see which of the types would turn out to
be the most effective. Of the four types of seawalls in this project, which were the vertical,
recurve, rocks, and divided structures, I hypothesized, if the recurve wall mirrors the shape of a
tsunami, then it would perform best because it would catch the water in its curvature and send it
backwards. To test this experiment, first, a wave tank was set up, which is a miniature simulator
of the ocean and tsunamis. A paddle of sorts was pushed back until it hit the stop marker to
create constant waves, which represent tsunamis. Each structure was placed on the other end and
the waves will hit them 10 times. Furthermore, after the recurve wall came out to be the best of
the defenses, I added reinforcements, which included rocks, 3 dart boards, and 3 bowl cleaners
each with their own turn in hopes of being able to further reduce the water intake. Once finished,
the data was recorded and the structures’ results were compared, in which for the seawalls by
themselves, the recurve wall came on top, and between the reinforcements, the dart board took
first place.
The idea of this experiment came to me after extensive research and just a simple walk on
the beach. I noticed that some of the beaches I went to had an angled formation of rocks behind a
small portion of sand and natural rocks. After researching what these are, I started to look up
different types of defenses that would minimize the damages caused by a tsunami and ultimately
created the project that I present here today. Through this experiment, I hoped to be able to find a
barrier that would be able to save even at least one more life or home during a crisis, so that
suffering could be minimized with this information.
So as I finish up all my final statements, I would like to end this letter by expressing my
utmost gratitude again to the people who made this project’s success possible, from the judges to
my parents, and finally, to myself. This achievement will always have a special place in my
heart, where I would look back and remember the day I received the award and would then look
forward to my future prospects, goals, and achievements.
With thanks and appreciation,
Alan Yoon

